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The Johnsonian
THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE STUDENT BODY OF WINTHROP COLLEGE

VOLUME V, NUMBER 15

ROCK HILL, SOI'I'll CAROLINA. SATURDAY, JANUARY 28,
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SON HALL Gretel" Scores Big Success
HEALTH OF PRESENTWinthrop
"' Hansel und
LECTDRESAT COLLEGE! ELECT NEW OFFC
I ER"S
College is extremely
MR. SAVINE AT WINTHROP

"Benjamin Franklin" SubJcct of I Speakers fur Coniuieneeinent Are TIM' Charm of Health Emphasized fortunate in having secured Mr. Al- North Pole Moves to Southland as
exander Savine, noted International
Terpsichoreun German Club
lu Address to Students by
First Work in Opera by Mtuic
Address Delivered
|
Chosen at Meetings Held
musician, to direct the grand opera,
Stages Annual Event
Department, Under DirecWinthrop Physician
Lost Saturday
"Hansel and Gretel."
tion of Mr. Saviac
The Winthrop, Curry and Wade On Tuesday afternoon, the Charm Mr. Savire was born in Belgrade.
HUMOR DELIGHTS AUDIENCE Hampton Literary Societies held School opened at 5 o'clock in the Servia. At a very early ago he at- HONOR THALIA GERMAN CLUB
PROF. ROBERTS CONDUCTS
regular meetings in their respective Rose Room of Johnson Hall, with a tracted the attention of his family
The
Terpslchorean
German
Club
On Monday, January 23, Dr. Leon halls, Saturday, January 21, for the large number of girls present. Dr. and friends by his musical talents.
Discusses "The United Stales' Pol- "Hansel" and "Gretel" Played By
H. Vincent began his series of lec- election of officers for the latter Dunning presented a delightfully He studied composition under Stc- gave ils annual dance in honor of
ley In the Curibbeifn" at Meettures before the student body of part of this school year. The very informal and very helpful lecture van Mokranjnc, 'tho acknowledged the Thalia German Club from 8 unElizabeth Rose and Mary Ellis
ing Held Wednesday
Winthrop College. In choosing as important business of electing com- on "The Health of the Present.'' father of Servian music and pupil til 12 o'clock Saturday night, JanIn Beautiful Production
the subject of his first lecluro "Ben- mencement speakers was also ac- The talk was based on the saying of Hans von Bulow. Later Savine uary 21, in Johnson Hall. Members The main feature of the I. R. C.
Wednesday Night
of
the
Terpsichorean
Club
were
meeting on Wednesday afternoon,
jamin Franklin—A Man of Letters," complished at these meetings. The of "Learn to diet, got to exist," by was appointed assistant by his
Dr. Vincent chose a topic of wide choice of these girls must bo a well- Dr. James H. Canfield, of Columbia teaelier and conducted the Belgrade dressed as boys in dark blue. The January 25, was the discussion of Grand Opera was presented at
appeal and interest. A very un- studied one, carefully considered, University.
Choral Society at His Majesty's "'stags" attending wore light-col- "The United Slates' Policy in Iho Winthrop College Wednesday night,
ored suits. Dean Scuddcr and Miss Caribbean," by Dr. W. C. Mallalieu,
usual introduction, leading lo his and all points weighed, because the In her introduction, Dr. Dunning courl and cathedral.
with splendid success before a most
talk, made what he had to say even annual event of speaking, at com- quoted these words of Abraham Being gifted with a very beauti- Cavitt were official chaperons. .Mu- of the History Department.
and enthusiastic audience,
more readily received. In saying mencement for the cup is one of Lincoln: "I do not think much of o ful tenor voice, Mr. Savino was sent sic was furnished by an orchestra "It is necessary lo define our pol- brilliant
many of whom came from the surthat "during the Colonial Period it great import. Ansie Kirven was man who is not wiser today than lo Vienna at lhe age of 10 lo per- of college girls with Elizabeth Car- icy first of all," said Dr. Mallalieu rounding country.
was the fashion to have large fam- elected from Wade Hampton, Mary he was yeslerday." Then she en- fect his vocal studies at the con- ioil at the piano.
"Roosevelt was Iho originator of our Guests were present from Columilies, and the arrival of a new child Lou McKinnon from Winthrop and tered a thorough physical discus- servatory there, niter which he had Since January is the month of present policy, which has been car- bia, Charlotte, Spartanburg, Sumter
was heralded as the arrival of a Elizabeth Buchanan from Curry.
sion of the healthy girl from the a brilliant career singing in opera. snows, lhe dance hall was decorated ried out for lhe last quarter of a Chester, York and Fort Mill—while
to resemblo "Eskimo Land," or (In- century. His policy, and our policy
helper in the work of the family In the societies the oilicers are top o' her head lo the tip o' helthe people of Rock Hill gave the
rather than as an extra mouth to well-elected and capable. There loes, taking up the hair, glossy and His career us opera singer was a great North, wilh ils ice and snow, since, is shown in a pari of his mes- opera
heartiest support.
feed," Dr. Vincent prepared lhe has been a great deal of hard work bright, lhe eyes not faded, wrinkled brilbanl but short one, since Iii.« ils flaming colored lights, anil its sage in 1001, in which he said, 'If a Tho their
production itself was most
audience for the statement that and interest on the part of the out- or lired, the mouth with tho cor- aim was only to gain a knowledge crystal icicles. The chandeliers and nation shows that it knows how fo excellent in every way, marking one
Franklin was one of thirteen chil- going oilicers and those taking their ners lifted, tho teeth wilh u white of lhe routine work of an actor ond wall lights were covered wilh cot- act wilh reasonable efficiency ami more milestone in (he triumphant
dren. Franklin was bom January places are well able to carry on smile instead of a yellow smile, the singer, as well as technical stage ton, artificial snow and icicles, with decency in social and political mai- progress of the Winthrop musio de0, 1700, and his life proved lo be a the splendid work already begun. face that does not index tonsils and experience, so that he might be pre- colored streamers of crepe paper lers, if it keeps order and pays its partment.
most varied and unusual ono and Alice Allen, the now president of adenoids, free from ache and a pois- pared to return to bis previous work hanging from beneath lo give the obligations, it need fear no inter- The singers who made their deeffect of the Northern lights. Snow vention from lhe United States
wa3 another example of what Amer- Winthrop Literary Society, is n girl onous powder puff, and also the cor- of conducting.
but were warmly received and deica terms a "self-made man."
of charming personality and markco rect posture for the Irunk of the He intended lo accept the call of covered the mantelpieces al each Chronic wrong-doing, jr an Impo- served the spontaneous applause
Dr. Vincent gave a most detailed ability. She is from Anderson, S. C body, with skirls n lovely length his compatriots and rclurn to Bel- end of the hall and was banked tence which results in a general which they received. The part of
grade
to
establish
opera
there,
but
around
lhe base of lhe tall white loosening of the tics of civilized sopicturization of Franklin's life, sup- Katherine Milliard, of Georgetown, and warm clothing. To emphasize
was
prevailed
upon
lo
accept
I
lie
columns.
Tho
divans
were
covered
plying many fltling and striking in president-elect of Wade Hampton, the sometimes too scanty dress of
ciety, may in America, as elsewhere, "Hansel" was taken by Miss ElizaRose. Her voice is a very
cidents which throw n clearer view was a marshal last year and wili the modern girl, Dr. Dunning position of professor of singing a< with while and cotlon was banked ultimately require intervention by beth
the "Imperial Academy of Music anil around lo resemblo snowdrifts. Sil- some civilized nation and in the beautiful mezzo-soprano with full
on this great man's life as he lived It. All her office capably and well. She quoted:
Arts in Canada." Within two years ver icicles were suspended in the western hemisphere the adherence resonant (one, while her dramatio
James Franklin, an older brother has contributed lo the Winthrop
lie was one of lhe most prominent air from one column to another. of the United Slates to tho Monroe ability is most marked. Her huof Benjamin, founded the fourth Journal and will do much to insure
"The weaker sex
authorities on music there. This The stairway was also covered Doctrine may for.-e lhe United morous work was fine and she kept
oldest newspaper in the United the interest of her society in litIs that portion
was proved by lhe fact that he was in while. Snow was on tho banis- Slates, however rcluctanlly, in fla- tier audience much amused.
States, and look the young Benjamin erary work. The new president ol
Of lhe human race
awarded the honor of acting as ad- ters and covered the steps. A (all grant cases of such wrong-doing or Miss Mary Ellis as "Gretel" was
as an apprentice. Benjamin read Curry, Estelle Burroughs, comes
Who goes down town
judicator of many musical festivals while and silver (hrone was placed impotence, to the exercise of an in- most charming. Her voice Is a
books—good books—and then tried from Conway. She is a girl who is
in zero weather
pure sweet soprano of exquisite
which took place in tho principal in the center of the platform be- ternational police power.'
to reproduce in his own way the es- outstanding in her academic work
In a half-masted lace waist
cities of Canaaa, where famous cho- tween lhe stairs. On oillier side of "These last three words sum up lexture and her singing showed
sentia! pari of what he had read. and has made of her years at WinAnd pumps,
ral societies and orchestras of Can- tho stairway between Iwo columns Iho whole policy. The statement splendid training and finish. She
"The prose style of Franklin is throp a great success.
To buy a muffler
ada and the United Stales competed. were tiny Eskimo igloos,, shining seems logical. If nations do not is a senior in the voice department.
clear, natural, spontaneous," said With these girls at their heads,
and woolen socks
Mr. Savine became vitally inter- with icie'es and snow. Al one elid fulfill their obligations, something Mrs. Elizabeth Roberts Carter, of
Dr. Vincent, "with a touch of in- the societies have surely a bright
For her husband,
ested in Slav'c and Balkan folk songs of the hall was the punch bowl, must be done. No nation can live Bamberg, was surely a most wicked
spiration which is a gift—his in- outlook for the second part of the
So he can go to work."
and created great interest among covered with silver icicles in on by itself. This statement of Roose- witch. Her blood-curdling laughs
heritance." The works of lhe two year 1027-58.
the
students in Canada by giving embankment of snow. Artificial velt's is remarkahlo in that it is were exceedingly dramatic and her
Mathers, Richard and Cotton, and The other oilicers of the socie- In pointing out lhe importance of
that of Michael Wigglesworih had ties are girls who will co-operate one's general appearance, the "rum- lectures and publishing materia! on snow gave a sparkling effect lo ev- the opposite of the Monroe Doc- portrayal of the difficult part was
little influence on Franklin. He read and bo willing lo work for the bet- pled, just-out-of-bed look," with Ibis subject. He is recognized as erything and rellccled the gay col trine. Tho Monroe Doctrine if> very realistic. She is the possessor
based on non-intervention, but is so of a remarkably fine contralto and
"The Spectator" and it was the vir- terment of their societies. They are its many disadvantages, was given. one of the greatest living authori- ors from (he lights.
The danco began al 8 o'clock. A: stated thai Europe could not inter- uses it with great skill and finish.
tue of this work thai he tried to as follows:
Cleanliness, at all times, winter and ties on Slavic music.
reproduce in a paper of his own.
summer, was urged. The nccessily Since tho World War Mr. Savine 0 o'clock lhe leader of lhe orches- vene in America, and not that the Mr. Carol Orr, as father, displayed
Winthrop Society
tra
requested
that
the
dancers
"stop
United States could not intervene an excellent bass baritone, while the
Upon quarreling with his brother. Vice- President—llelva Jenkinson. of choosing the proper food was has spent some time (raveling in
Franklin ran away. One Sunday Treasurer—Julia Lemmon.
stressed with the dangers of an un- Europe, making his first debut in for time." As she spoke lliese words. herself. Tho policy back of it, how- mother, Miss Pauline Brock, sang
morning he arrived in Philadelphia. Corresponding Secretary—Louisa balanced diet lo those "who would Switzerland at Victoria llall in 1010. Carobctli Eskcw, as Father Time, ever, is that each nation is lo rule her part with smooth, even tone.
Both of these singers showed the retravel-stained, poor and hungry. He Banks.
reduce." Dr. Dunning insisted that On (his lour lie went lo Paris, where came slowly down the slairs. All itself.
had ono dollar and no acquain- Recording Secretary—Rebecca Mc- if one dieted, she should take one- he founded a famous opera com eyes were turned towards her in "The Monroe Doctrine was firs', sults of the director's (raining. The
tances. Franklin had decided tha' Dowell.
half tablespoon of cod liver oil daily panv, composed of tho most cele- eager expectation. From a silver brought up by Cleveland in 1800. father's beard and shoes caused
Why should we mention the Monroe much mirth.
"If one chewed one's food to a cer- Speaker—Mary Lou McKinnon.
lo supply vitamins. The too-offen brated opera singers, 'ills success scroll she rend:
Doctrine al all? Today we think of Miss Janfe Holmes Davis, as the
tain extent it would do ono more
South Carolina diet mainly of meat. in France was so brilliant that he
Curry Society
good than if not chewed to that ex- Vice-President—Rosalie Agncw. I white bread, potatoes, sugars, may was acknowledged as a greal inter- "The wheels of Time turn quickly. it as wonderful and sacred. We put dew fairy, sang her solo with lovely
Four more years have passed.
it along with the Declaration of In- effect, while (be sand man. Miss Sitent—and if one chewed it more, Treasurer—Nadine Beach.
jso easily result after a lime in ill preter of French opera.
1
Tin
lime
for
all
wise
maidens
dependence and the Ten Command- dcllo Ellis, put the lost children to
wouldn't one get more out of ilV" Corresponding Secretary—Hermi- ! health. Whenever the diet is un- j Besides his success as si.iger and
ments. Cleveland gave il its sacred sleep with very sweet tones.
In other words, he was a Flelcherile one Thomas.
: satisfactory for any appreciable director, Mr. Savine is a well-known Searching eyes In casl.
character in the Venezuela case. He The chorus added not a little to
years before Horace Fletcher lived. Recording Secretary — Laurine j lime in ils composition, the vitality ' composer. Some of his composi- In the land of ice and snow,
But lo return lo the hungry Frank- Lewis.
I of tho tissues runs down. E. V. Mc-| lions were first given in Toronto. Where the fierce north winds blow. was trying fo protect the smaller the succcss of the evening. They
Illations.
lin—for three pence Franklin Speaker—Elizabeth Buchanan.
iCollum, of Johns Hopkins, says Canada, where (hey met with tre- There dwells the Eskimo.
were well-trained and sang with
bought three huge loaves of bread
"Young women and older girls are mendous success. Among (lie most 'Neath northern lights lie dances. | "In 1807, under McKinley, lhe pure, sweet tone. All of the acWade Hampton Society
and "with one roll under each arm Vice-President.—Mary Ackerman. among the worst offenders against popular orehcslral works are And with lender, gentle glances. : United State? became an imperial- companiments, piano, string and orislic power. Then came Roosevelt, gan, were most sympathetic and
and eating a third," he strolled down Treasurer—Katherine Nesmith. 'the most simple laws of health." I "Ukor," "Clieslo le Sncvani." "Elcgie Chooses his Snow Queen failjwlio formulated our present doc- gave the singers adequate support.
Market Street on his way to lhe Corresponding Secretary—Biznch • Resl and the part it plays in one'.- I Dan I'Evile" and "Golgotha." His To rule his kingdom rare.
boat. On the door stoop of one of Anna Kingsmoro.
• life was next brought oul. Suppos- most important opera is "Xenia," I We, loo, 'ncalh tin- Northern light. \ trine. Ono of his maxims, 'Speak Tin- many details including (he
the houses of Ibis sliecl, he caught Recording Secretary—Antoinette ; ing the heart beat at tho rate of CO'.consisting of three acts and por- | Choose our fair queen tonight, I softly and carry a big stick,' has led lighting effecls (hat contributed
I
Thai
her
beauty
and
grace
a glimpse of the girl who not Ions j.; ar | c .
j per minute, that is one beat per sec- traying the typical life of Serbian j May sel a charm o'er this place. itip lo the cartoonists' 'Roosevelt ol greatly lo (lie success of (he opera
Ithe llig Stick.' His policy is then were entrusted to Miss Dorelle
after became Mrs. Benjamin Frank- I s pc ' a j. cr _Ansie Kirven.
lond, and four of that second lhe I people.
lin. Of her, Dr. Vincent said, "She |
'
! heart automatically uses for rest. Winthrop College was indeed for- Each fair lady must choose her known as lhe "Big Slick Policy.' He Snook, assisiing manager.
man,
was lhe first man to take interest
was a reformed or simplified spell- I RECEPTION IN IIONOIt OK
! Man must regulate his life to in- j Innate in securing Mr. Savino as the
Mr. Alexander Savine directed the
er; she changed her spelling each ;
DR. AND MRS. JOHNSON clude proper food. The desire for instructor of the master class of I To help her gain the rule of the ] in world politics in (he United production and worked wonders
land.
•Slates.
day to suit herself."
!
I sleep fails to come lo the overtired. music at lhe summer school of 1027,
|
The
music,
loo,
so
sweet.
"We have applied the 'Big Stick' with the material at hand. He Is
At the ago of 42 Franklin was able j On Saturday evening, January 21. | II is a danger signal. As Edward thereby giving to the singers of the
;
most
experienced in his line, having
policy over lhe whole Caribbean
to retire from all money-making the members of Jovnes Hall gave a j Mai lin says: "A night of worry is South opportunity to study wilh I And all shall be complete;
; area, lu Salvador we have never in- conducted opera in Europe, his
pursuits.
most delightful reception in honor ! more wearing than a month of I litis brilliant artist. The collegeau- j Kacli couple must do ils best.
. ti'ifereil, because she has proved country. He brougnt to his work
The invention of lightning rods by of President and Mrs. 1). I!. Johnson. I work." In treating of tho nerve-,| Ihorities feel particularly fortunate The judges will do lhe re"I."
capable of managing her own af here an enthusiasm and kindly spirit
Franklin caused much comment, An invitation was extended to all jl>r. Dunning brought out the fact in securing his services again as diinspired all who worked with
chiefly on the part of those timid iwho are connected with the col- : that one should never lio to his doc- I rector of the grand opera, "Hansel | Mildred Newman, president of lhe fairs. The United States has intcr- that
Terpsichorean Club, Mien explained | veiled in Cuba, Sanlo Domingo, him. The college is indeed most
sou'.s Who felt thai, if it was the lege. Miss Margaret J. Ketchin, as , lor or his lawyer.
and Gretel."
lo the dancers thai since it were |Haiti, Porto Rico, Nicaragua, Pan- fortunate (o secure (he services of
will of God lo strike a man's house, I chairman of the General Commit- i "Know lliyself," was lhe keynote
Mr.
Savine.
Leap Year lhe girls were lo choose ama and Honduras. In other places
to put lightning rods on this house I tee, had charge of all arrangements, of tho next point. Do we accurately
their own partners and music for we have acted more indirectly. We Mr. Iloberis, as conductor, carried
was impious. Ho invented a system jMiss Leila Russell was chairman of || appreciate
lhe loss in efficiency and
Ian exhibition dance. Olio by one j have intervened in Mexico twice. (lie performance through perfectly.
for printing a design on earthen- the reception committee, Miss Do- j happiness occasioned by our preju His smooth, accurate and sympaAs
the
basketball
season
apI
each couple displayed its grace. The' Mexico is too big lo handle now.
ware. His invention of double spec- |relle Snook of the music. Miss dices, our dislikes and grouches?
thetic reading of (he score brought
tacles came about as a result of his j Maude M. Hal! of the decorations, I Health and cheerfulness run right proaches, interest has shifted from Ijudges retired and the dance con- ' "It is easy enough to crilicize ou( the beau(y of (he music and
jCoolidge. The policy is contrary lo
search for a time-saver to help in Miss Alice Foote of the refreshment I together. And the mental develop the hockey field (o lhe basketball tinued.
added
another (o bis long list of
changing from reading glasses to and Miss Sara Cragwcll of thoserv- inent of the individual is expressed court. Practice has begun and man- On the-return of the judges, Fa- i every principle we understand a; successes at Winthrop.
agers have been c.liojeri. Those ther Time announced that the Snow j right. We have a practical siluavision glasses.
ing committee.
in terms of his interests and of
Queen had been chosen. Sara De- tioi! to meet and we cannot very AS usual, lhe members of his
Franklin's writings fall in four In the large living room that was also
his friends. Too, wo should not b- Junior Class: Agnes Jeter, Union. Pass, dressed in pale pink and silver well suggest any other plan. When department gave him fine support
divisions. First, proverbs and max- most attractively decorated mcm- temperamental—first
glad and then Sophomore Class: Genevieva with filmy wings lo represent little nations fail to discharge their ob- and co-opcration, which, with Mr.
ims, including "Poor Richard's Al-|bers of the reception committee sorry. Rule your moods.
Why do
New Year, came forward and, Inking ligations, we cannot, according to Savine's expert assis(ance, produced
manac." Second, little papers on with Dr. and Mrs. Johnson greeted we not adopt this slogan and "be I.imehouse, Orangeburg.
Freshman Class: Augusla Simp- I.ucile Wharlon, president of lhe (he Monroe Doctrine, let European a superb triumph for (ho departsocicly and education, such as "Pe- the guests.
Thalia Herman Club, led her to the j powers interfere, so tho United ment.
son, Pendleton.
tition of the Left Hand," and "Peti- The program contributed much glad"?
"Jclo," ever since she has been at |throne and placed the crown of ici- i Stales musl intervene.
tion of the Letter Z." Third, polit- lo (ho pleasure o* the evening.
"I'm glad lhe sky is painted h'.u". Winthrop, has been establishing a cles upon her head. The president "There are other reasons for our Mrs. David, of BenneMsville, spent
ical papers written in London prior Miss Haenssler directed her siring Ant' the earth is painted green,
Wednesday with her daughter, Edeto the Revolution. And fourth, his ensemble in a number of selections And such a lol of nice fresh air brilliant athletic record. As a of tho Tcrpsichorcans, came for- •policy, of course. Probably selfish
Freshman, she was clas., represent- ward, knelt and kissed the hand of 'ones, jr humanitarian, as in Cuba,
"Autobiography." Dr. Vincent said and also played a very beautiful i
all sandwiched in bciween." ative on the A'hlelic Hoard, captain Itlic queen and asked lhe other danc- jor to protect the interests of civilthere is no poinl in being brief un- solo.
Cleveland Symphony Orchestra.
less you are pointed. Franklin was Miss Lucy Hoke sang a delightful i Helen IIiiber*luii says that she of the Freshman hockey (earn, plav- ers lo get their partners for the I ization, a« in Panama. The Ameri- February 18.
pointed. Among some of his sayings vocal selection and later snng two j cannot make a woman beautiful ed guard on the basketball team j-rand march, which was led by Fa- can pcoplo would not support lhe
and
took
part
in
the
Swimming
ther
Time
and
Liiile
New
Year.
;
selfish
policy.
are "Drink water, put money in groups lo her appreciative audience. who is not living a healthy life and
your purse, and leave the stomach Miss Hoke deserves cspecial praise thinking fine things. If beautiful meet. When she was a Sophomore | After the grand march when lhe I "My main criticism is not so much tries against the United States and
she made the Irack team, the dancers were sealed, Lena Miles 'in lhe principle as in the sp'ril and Hie policy of the Monroo Doctrine.
for lier charming numbers. Miss
ache ir. the punch bowl.
lal 16, it is not your fault; if ; eauti- varsity basketball team, the varsity | Weber, dressed as an icicle, did a |inelhod of the policy. Our object is Autocracy never leads (o democracy,
"Let Ihy maidservant be faithful. Slephenson played two piano se- ! fill at 40—it isl
hockey team, and with Elizabeth I graceful, interpretative dance. Al: not In control oc (o rule, but to and the outcome of (he si(ua(ion is
lections.
and strong, and homely."
I Then Dr. Dunning brought out Bray won the cup in tennis doubles. jibe end of her dance other icicles , leach these countries to rule them- uncertain.
The
music
committee
was
for"Three may keep a secret, if two
tunate in having as ils charming j the idea that the girl beautiful in This year, so far, she has made the I appeared, bringing refreshments to ' selves. It is a difficult tiling to "If we would frankly slale our
of the three be dead."
hair,
eyes,
teeth,
posture,
hamis.
"Fish and visitors smell in three guest Miss Marion Clark, who sans feel, dress, with a sane, fearless varsity hockey team, and is basket- !lhe guests. During the salad course, ; force people lo be democratic. They problem and then consider it, we
!a couple skating dance was given •seem lo prefer the democracy of would be nearer an understanding
ball manager.
a delightful group and upon request,
days."
mind in a healthy body, had beer,
In Philadelphia in an old ceme- repeated one of her numbers. Miss discussed, but—that was not ali: Genevieve played baskclball on ihy Jumelle Hailc and Lena Miles |bullets rather than that of bailots. of the situation. It is one of (be
tery just off Arch Street there is a Ernestine Fields, Miss Grace Farqn- she would have lo beware of lhe her high school team, and guard on j Weber. The dancers were attrac- We intervene because they shoot us grcates( problems (hat the United
States has had to face. We have
the
varsity
team
lasl
year.
She
tively dressed in white oil cloth | up. loo.
flat tomb, on which is "Benjamin har and Miss Ruth Stephenson were i carelessness of others. The idea
played halfback last year and this skating costumes, trimmed with j "We should meet the situation in- plenty of problems at home without
and Deborah Franklin"—just that. gracious accompanists.
man livelh unlo himself" was on the hockey team. Last year she I cot ton. After this dance, six little ternationally. We could consult going to Europe to hunt them up.
"And yet," Dr. Vincent adds, "some Mary Ellis and Elizabeth Rose and i"no
j
clearly
brought
out.
Dr.
Dunning,
| Eskimo boys and girls appeared, 'with these countries as Wilson did. It is a problem which involves the
people say marriage is not a suc- Mrs. Carter gave selections from jllgurativcly speaking, said "Tho few was also swimming manager.
v
While she was in Pendleton High ! three from each side of the stair- "Another criticism of this policy whole of Latin America and tho fucess."
- K. "Hansel and Gretel" in costume.
Members from the Winthrop Or- who don't care for responsibili'v to School, Augusta played 'wo years way. and gave an Eskimo dance |is that it is against the general trend ture of the Pan-American League,
Ralph Waldo Emerson
his
neighbor's
health
arc
the
kind
on
the
varsity
basketball
learn,
was
|They
were dressed in white Eskimo i of world affairs today. Wo arc go- and one which (he people of (he
On Tuesday, January 21, at 12 chestra played numbers during the that in a humane community ought
cheer leader for four years, vice- (costumes Willi lull, peaked caps and Img into imperialism as others are United Stales should understand
o'clock. Dr. Vincent presented to evening.
to be killed off or penned upl"
president of the Literary Society, boots. At the end of their dance dropping it. We cannot continue more clearly."
his audience a most enjoyable perI In closing, a strong, clear appeal valedictorian of her class, and look they served Eskimo Pics, white- | in this way. There is not enough The remainder of the program
Next Artist Course Number
sonal study of Ralph Waldo Emer{iced cakes and chocolate candie.-, understanding of the problem in the consisted of
son. Dr. Vincent's talk was made Cleveland Symphony Orchestra j was made that each make :he habits pari in swimming meets.
j of heallh hers. "Be what yiu rd-,
i wrapped in silver paper. By re- country. We are going about it in International News, by Sylvia Balvivid by his natural wit as well a3 February 18.
mir»!" Begin now!
j Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Motes, of Lau- quest, the skating dance was re- jn haphazard way.
ser.
by lhe interesting illustrations that
Tho
following
poem
by
E.
Siinpi
rens,
visited
their
daughter,
Ineze,
Mrs.
Gray,
of
York,
visited
Mar, "This attitudo is leading to bit-1 National News, by Lucy Bennett.
'peatcd.
he gave.
(Continued
on
page
three)
Sunday.
(Continued on (agt four)
garet Gray, last week-end.
lorncss of the Latin-American coun- | Local News, by Alice Gibson.
(Conlinmri on W four)
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presentation, it might be said
HANSEL ANAD GRETEL
spells of moonlight and shadow
that success was scored through
on a violin, it may not even be g
SINCE 1893
ISSUED EVERY SATURDAY
During the Regular Session The Official Organ of the Student Body of the artistic management or' Humperdinck's "Hansel and the gift to paint autumn, daffo- {•
lights, costumes, and scenery.
Winthrop College, The South Carolina College for Women
Gretel" came into being in an dlls, a meadow, a brook,—but •
During Summer Session the Official Publication of the College
F. C.
•
unusually interesting way. Adel- you have a gift!
Subscription Price (Regular Session)
$150 Per Year
There is something interwov- •
Advertising Rates on Application
ART THOU AS OTHERS ARE? heid Wette, the composer's sis- en into your character, a some- j J
ter, wished to entertain her chilTHE STAFF
When
Faculty E«tor\
I was a child-yes, Idren by setting Grimm's fairy thing all your own. That in-[«
HELEN G. MACDONALD
— Editor-in-Ckiet thought as a child—but, anyBON1TA ATKINSON
tale, "Babes in the Wood," to tangible something may mani- ]"
1
ELIZABETH MILLER
thought that the great music. Having written the fest itself in a smile, a cheery!"
ELLEN MANSHIP
Assistant Manager | idea was to be just like everyone
LILA ATKINSON
words, she asked Humperdinck hello, a friendly handshake, a l "
else and the more you conformed
to furnish some simple music. tear, a poem—it Is your gift. |g
I
to
the
actions,
thoughts
and
apWhat if we were all great •
However, the idea took hold of
REPORTERS
Elixabeth MiUer, H»rriet Wudlaw, Fr.ncw GiUUm. Virginia Kdley, Ruth Link- i pearances Of Other people the him and he decided to give the singers? What if we were all!"
john, Wihna Hudgtni, Evelyn Daniel. Jotephine Scon. Elizabeth Strickland, Ida more yOU Were just What yOU story a full orchestral score.
master painters? We would ja
Bothwdl, Margaret Henry. Caroline Harby.
j ought to be. Those Were the
It was first produced Decem- grow tired of songs and w e a r v i j
days of blind imitation.
ber 23, 1893, at Weimar, with of art productions. The songs J a
SATURDAY, JANUARY 28, 1928
It hurt me to the core when I Richard Strauss directing. It and the paintings would keep on IJ
Those who heard the "Hansel Each member of the cast wore overheard a remark to the ef- appeared in Milan April 6, 1897. being just as wonderful, but the | •
that
I was "so peculiar." It was soon given in every opera beauty of appreciation would}"
.
and Gratel" opera Wednesday a costume suggestive of the part, fect
That to
'.
was the greatest house in Germany, from which fade. They would become com-1 •
night will join in applause and he played: Peter, the b r o o m - l
|•
praise of the excellent work of maker, with his dark, rough, fee imaginable. I wanted ter it spread throughout Europe. monplace.
n b , y to
** e x a c t l y 1 , k e e v e r y Constance Bache rendered it The world is a garden and we
Mr. Roberta, Mr. Savine and the forest clothes and flowing g r e y i
other little girl in the world. I into English. Daly's Theatre in are the flowers. Will the rose
music department. The well- beard; Gertrude, his wife, wearmade up my mind that I would New York gave the first Ameri- wither because it is not as pure
trained musicians of the college, ing a white kerchief and apron
be, and my life became a sup- can performance, October 8, as the lily? Will the daisies ditwith the help of two other char- over a dark gown, suggesting
pression
of anything different 1895, under the direction of Au- because they have no thorns?
acters, presented in a delightful|maturity; Hansel and Gretel in
J. P.
manner an opera of wide-spread bright colors, indicative of thei and a great unnatural imitation. gustus Harris. It reached New
But I conformed to the pattern.
youth
and
light
happy
natures;
Orleans December 25, 1909. FRIENDSHIP—AN _ ATTEMPT
popularity.
I became just like every one else
"Hansel and Gretel" was first
Taking ita audience back to a the witch, in somber black with
Now I realize that the world
AT A DEFINITION
land of wondrous and mystical the proverbial peaked cap and
given at the Metropolitan Opera
demands something "different.'
Since time immemorial, man
charm, the cast, with exquisite nose; the Sandman, dressed in
House, 1905, with Homer, Alten,
This personal touch is only to
voices, as well as superb acting- the blue of a midnight sky with
Abarbanell and Goritz, and has has enjoyed associations with
illustrate what so many girls
left everyone with the entranc- dark beard, expressive of night
been a favorite opera since that other people based on mutual reand boys think—and how mising atmosphere of pure inno- and all its mystery; the Dawn
time. The Chicago Grand Opera spect and esteem. It is instincttaken they are. They grow up
ive for him to seek the company
Fairy,
all
rose-tinted,
like
the
Company has recently used it,
cence and childhood.
thinking that they must conWe were made to wonder how sleepy blush on the face of wak"Hansel and Gretel" is the of others. Addison says:
form to some eternal pattern,
Hansel and Gretel could nibble ing morning; Angels in celestial
"Peter Pan" of grand opera.
when it is the very little differPeople thrill at the fairy tale "Great souls by instinct to each
away at the gingerbread house robes of white with starry
ences that make one interesting.
other turn,
and then proceed with clear wings; the witch's accomplices,
combined with some of the
These go to make up personalDemand alliance, and in friendworld's best music.
voices in quaint and attractive cats and bats in mysterious
ity. Yet when one goes to colship burn."
Etienne Destranges says of
duets. Gretel was perfect, from black costumes; gingerbread
lege the same thing comes UD
"Hansel and Gretel," '"Hansel
the big hole in her stocking to children also youthfully dressed
again—conform, conform to the
ind Gretel' is a truly delicious Man desires social approval
her odd little cap, while Hansel, in bright colors. The manner in
pattern. Become collegiate. Join
in boy fashion, was all that could which color was distributed and
work of exquisite poetic feeling. and has found friendship one
the long line and do just like
harmoniously blended is to be
It is marked by a rare sincerity of the best means of attaining
be desired.
the girl in front.
in the expression of sentiments it. Only through this close conThe mother and father, the commended.
Blindly, we all listen to the
The scenic effects were by no
so simple as those of the humble tact with humanity is man enwitches-of the sandman, the
cry. We suppress our little indibeautiful angel ballet, were as means elaborate, but it is of inbeings who are characters of the abled to remain fully normal and
vidualities. We spread over our
well suited to their parts as were terest to note what splendid repiece. With regard to the mus- humane; it preserves for him a
personaities the fine coating of
"Hansel" and "Gretel" them- sults can be obtained even with
ic, the score maintains a high surer faith in everything.
conformity. Then we discover
Friendship to many implies
limited material. In the first
level of distinction, owing to the
selves.
that the cry is for something
Much praise can be given to act, all that was necessary to
sureness of its writing, and the either mere acquaintance or J
new—something different. Will
the Winthrop orchestra, which, give the right atmosphere was
beautiful solidity of its counter- love, but it possesses qualities •
the polish ever rub off?
more intellectual than these. J
under the direction of Mr. Rob- a small cabin, one side of which
point."
A. L. R.
E. M.
One is sincerity,—that state in •
erts, accompanied the actors in was open to the audience, disGRAND OPERA AT WINwhich one feels inwardly every g
their parts with decided skill. closing the simple interior of a j THE MUSIC OF THE ENGLISH
THROP
act to which one's outward self *
We congratulate Mr. Roberts peasant's cottage, a green pickel
SINGERS
and Mr. Savine and give hearty fence, and a suggestion of the
Winthrop girls should feel gives expression. Unless one is •
Three women and three men flattered that they have been honest in his relations with J
praise to the cast.
B. A.
forest in the distance.
The first part of the second sit on plain wooden chairs trusted with the reception of those whom he deems his •
AN APPRECIATION OF THE act was even less complicated, around a wooden table on which grand opera—and treated to one friends, he lacks something very J
being only a scene in the forest. their music is spread and sing of the m j s t charming of operas. vital that is immediately felt by | •
ENGLISH SINGERS
By the use of real shrubbeiy songs that take the listeners The scholarly lectures of Dr. his associates and resented. The j J
One of the most enjoyable enand dimmed lights, the effect of back to the sixteenth century. Vincent in the morning and genuineness of a kind sincerity |>
tertainments which has been
twilight in the forest was gi • *1. But where did these old songs grand opera at night! We are is felt at once and reciprocated *
presented here this season was
j"
A special feature in this act was originate?
at least exposed .o great things, just as quickly.
the concert given Friday eveAs the Renaissance affected
A man that hath friends
tableau by the Guardian Anthey make any impresning by the English Singers, gel3 of Hansel and Gretel. The literature and art, so did it af- whether
must show himself friendly.
8j0n o r not,
who are now on their second
smallest possible amount of I ^ t music. Art became secu- Winthrop girls are apprecia- Proverbs XVIII, 21.
American tour.
But sincerity is not all,—you
scenery was used, a "back-drop" j prized; then the musicians be- tive, are interested in worthThese singers are contributing
of different values of blue for 8 a n to look eagerly for other while things in all fields. They may like a person and be very
much to the world of music by
the sky, a curtain of filmy white ; e h a n nels
expression than are ready to see, listen and ab- sincere in your attitude toward,
reviving the ballets, folk songs
material, nvhich ro.se like the j those afforded by the church sorb as far as possible. But do him, but you must be willing to
and madrigals of 16th century
jarting of a lovely white cloud, | services. They wanted a form they quite realize what it is all do and to give if you are to reap
England. They are awakening
the fullest benefits from a last:o reveal 14 angels, clad in white, i that would be suited to the the- about?
a keen interest in this type of
with starry wings, and behind j ater > the social circle, and the
They have been treated to ing association. This generous
music and by presenting their them tall white towers, appear-! fireside. The madrigal developed
something beyond a mere mu- quality is best appreciated when
program in costume, informally
as a
ng as if in the distance. At first I
result of their search,
sical entertainment. "Hansel it is qualified by spontaneity. It
grouped around a table, just as
a soft veiled blue light played | Madrigals are musical poems, und Gretel" is a distinct crea- is those little acts of kindness
the families did years ago, conover the figures, giving them a! devoted chiefly to love and rural tion in the operatic world. It is that come from a warm heart
vey the spirit of the songs and
shadowy, far-off look, but grad- j s c e n e s - F i r s t they were simple a delicious work of poetic feel- at the time of least expectation
of the times in which they were
ually it changed to a bright a n d possessed a more regular ing, and its scholarly and char- that kinjle a warmth in our
written.
white light, representing the ra-1 melody, a more pronounced acteristic music appeals to the hearts that cannot die out, but
Not only for this are the Engdiance of angels, with gliding, rhythm, and a more varied ex- highest sense. The story is only increases by being fed with the
lish Singers worthy of praise,
graceful movements of body and pression than the old church a little child's tale, but it is wed- coals of gentleness and patience.
but their superb interpretation
Yet, even with these charachands, they formed figure after | choruses or motets.
ded to music of the highest orof the songs entitles them to
teristics, friendship would be infigure and ended in the attitude This form of music became ex- der.
fame as musicians.
Their tones were nerfectlv o f
The management of tremely popular. Almost every
With the presentation of op- icomplete without a great symPk?ed in their upper r e g S - t h e >^hts and simple scenery j composer of note wrote many era by its students, Winthrop ; P 9 t h y for mankind, an underand accurate breath control w a s e v i d e n c e t h a t t h > 3 w a s tho j "ladrigaLs The first were writ- has taken a great stride for- j standing of some of the weaknesses
of human nature. We
" a l e S t o n e e x q u L ta S
\
^ " j e r ' a n d compos™. ward. It is presenting to the
, ,
„ ,
v
w n p r v ior
for ine
thp mira
third act
art | Then the Italian composers ,_
be- modern young woman the cul- j m U 3 t realize man s limitation?,
delicacy.
Each
singer
was , Tho
ine scenery
tu
a
u
gan writing them. The Spanish mination of years of musical i ^ ° 111311 18 P^rfcct; his shortwas also
skilled in securing just the e x - i
managed successfully
and
the
English
soon
caught
the
act tone shading desired to make , A a ,snmt eadUt o c o t t a « e w a f c l e v e r l y spirit of these musicians and growth, for the opera has grown comings, as we view them,
up through a process of change should draw us closer to him,
the songs most effective. P e r - j P
represent the gingerwrote lovely pastoral songs. At
for it is by them that we see
fect rhythm, together with t h b ! b r e a d h o u s * o f t h e w i t c h - W i n " the hands of the English mas- and improvement until it comes
to us at its best. I t is now "n the token of human imperfecexcellent tone quality, m a d e ! d o w s a " d d o o r s ' striped in red,
ters
during
the
time
of
Elizaav
single art-form, a true and indi- tion. As a man's inner soul is
each voice seem well fitted f o r ' « f the appearance of being
beth the madrigal reached its visible music-drama instead f a ! r e v e a l e d t o u s d a y b y d a y- t h e
these types of songs. They sang s t , c k s o f P<*PPermint candy. To
0
highest development. William kind of dramatic casket for a . b o n d s t h a t bind us in friendship
t h e l e f t of t h e cabin
a ar e
with equal ease and skill both
,
- J f ' Byrd (1543-1623) is regarded as
collection of objets d'art more 8 h ° u ' d grow stronger ar.i
the light and the heavier and dark oven was placed. To the the master of madrigals.
or less aptly arranged for the- stronger. "Pure friendship," PJ>
more difficult music, making right was a cage, ready for the
De la Bruyere, a French writer,
witch's prey. The act was open- In the later English madrigals atrical tableaux."
E. M.
each song a new delight.
the melody is in the upper voice
tells us, "is something of which
ed
by
the
arrival
of
the
Dawn
The English Singers are inwhile the other parts act as a
GIFTST
men of an inferior intellect can
Fairy
to
awaken
Hansel
and
deed deserving of the success
support, suggesting the part
What a pity everyone can't never taste;" therefore, we
and applause which they have Gretel. As she glided slowly in, song. It is often spoken of as
should cherish it as one of God's
a
soft
rose
light
crept
over
the
sing
as
the
English
singers!
met in both England and
the parent of the part song.
E. D.
Should a fairy have crept soft- greatest gifts to man.
America.
J. S. scene, like the breaking of day.
The lighter songs that the ly into the auditorium Friday
This light gradually changed,
but not to a bright white light. singers are striving to preserve night as the audience sat enrapHANSEL AND GRETEL AS
The element of mystery was sus- are ballads of the 16th century tured by the wonderful music,
THE ARTIST SEES IT
tained throughout by the skilled that were handed down orally and slipped a wishing ring into GalTney Ledger: Miss Alma WhisIn a critical review of the op- manipulation of the lights. A from generation to generation each hand, how many would onant, who is a student at Winllirop College, has a wide circle of
era, "Hansel and Gretel," pre- gloomy, fearsome light was cast until some gentle scribe, who have wished for a voice that friends who will be glad to hear
sented by the music department on the fantastic figures of the had foresight and skill, recorded could charm and hold an audi- lhat she is doing nicely following a
of the college on Wednesday eve- witch's dance. It was evident them. These ballads have been ence spellbound? We sat there, serious operation Saturday morning
ning, it is essential that the that this had the desired effect collected and arranged by men tense with enjoyment and ap- in a Charlotte hospital.
of later times.
scenic and lighting effects upon the audience.
preciation, with the earth be- Mrs. Boyce Whisonant went lo
The English Singers are ren- neath us—but we were not Rock Hill to accompany her daughachieved should receive their
One art is often used to
ter to Cl.arlotte.
dering
a
valuable
service
to
art
merited attention and well-de- heighten the effect of another.
aware of it; the sky above us—
served praise. Scenery and cos- This may certainly be said of by keeping alive an interest in we were nearer that.
Mr. Archie Shiffley, of Orangetumes, designed by a student of the opera, "Hansel and Gretel." these beautiful historical songs.
Oh, for a gift like that!
burg, visited friends on the campus
E. D.
the college, Anna Probst, owed But, even discounting the most
But you have it. It may not Wednesday.
their effectiveness chiefly to important feature, the remark- Cleveland Symphony Orchestra, be the voice of a nightingale, it
Cleveland Symphony Orchestra,
their simplicity and realism.
able vocal ability shown In thir February 18.
may not be fhe gift of weaving February 18.
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VALENTINES |
All Kinds and
Prices

J. L. RH/LURS
DRUG

COMPANY

Phone 111

JEWELRY

Of every description ,and the best ithafs made, may be found
in our store in wonderful assortment. You can't fail to And
what you want. We feature "Winthrop Jewelry" and repairing of every kind. Our prices are reasonable.
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BEACH-HEARN JEWELRY COMPANY •
Old Reliable Jewelers

For a good dinner (just like home), a short
order or club parties, the
PERIWINKLE TEA ROOM
Is the BEST PLACE to go
Phone 339

Don't Fail to Try Our
TOASTED BREAD SANDWICHES
Ham, cheese, chicken salad, deviled egg. Fresh
every minute—you don't have to wait! We also
serve coffee with cream.

WINTHROP CANDY COMPANY
Main Street
Phone 79

Eaton & Crane's Linens

50c up
RATTERREE'S DRUG STORE
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THE JOHNSONIAN

S Ladies' Parlor •
• W. 0. Wright, Prop.
•
CHIROPODY
• Beauty Culture and
•
Cosmetics
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Rambling With the Featurists

Heyl what's that? Those girls above
us must bo stampeding or taking
reducing exerciscs oi cracking nuts
or coming through!
Yet there are pleasant noises.
Isn't it good to hear some friend
yell. "A letter for you!" "You passed
chemistry!" "Miss
isn't meeting classes today!" "You got a box
from home!" Noise Isn't so bad,
after all.
E. 0.

witch was surely pushed in the
roaring lire.
Then the father and mother appeared lo lead the children safely
home, and we camo back into lhe
world of real people. And now,
moro than ever, Hansel and Gretel
are real to us, for we have actually
seen them.
J. S.

Do" Europe

scarf—had followed the line of least
MR. KELIJCY SAYS—
"The English Singers, as an or- resistance by letting the wind take
it away. I saw in the distance a goat
ganization, is about Ave years old," grazing
and the wind was then car* Comer Trade and Main Streets £ said Mr. Kelley, manager and gen- rying the slip In his direction.
IS IT A GREAT LIFE?
•
Hock Hill, S. C.
• eral spokesman of the ensemble Continuing my walk, I thought
which delighted the Winthrop auIn a few days there will be manyS
Call Phone 630
Z dience Friday night. "This group how true this clothes line Is to real
THE WITCH
sad
faces
among us—many who will
The wind had tempted all the The witch was the chief element
of singers lias been together for life
feel that life Tias given Ihem a dirly
clothes alike. Some bad yielded and
about three years and was organ- I had seen their fate, while others of thtf supernatural in the opera on deal. To these, a sympathetic hand
ized for the purpose of touring had remained on the line through Wednesday . evening. Sho was is extended, knowing all the disI am a member of the thick and thin—they were? still clean dressed in a black witch's gown and comforts of the warning slip. These
•
REID'S
i America.
original company. Your college Is and unspotted—yes, probably they wore a silver cap. In her hand sho deficient reports will prove lo bo
wonderful and I should like to | were lonesome, Just slaying there held a black wand, which tapered absolute Joy-killers.
•
139 Hampton Street
{ know all about It. Your marshal? and not encountering the many ad- lo lhe end and glowed when she Our own humility over failures
performed some work of magic ge- does not seem to play any pari, but
have impressed me greatly. I think
of the others—but still it
• Flowers for all occa- • it unusually fine that you are put- ventures
The stage background was in as all bad children are dealt with,
worth it. The fate of those nius.
keeping with her apparel, giving her
S
sions
J ting on 'Hansel and Gretel.' I have wtis
I hat yielded made me determined to a dark and fantastic appearance and our parents aro duly notified by
it Ave times in London. We slay on the line and not yield to lhe
college authorities that wo are not
2
Cut Flowers
• seen
have never been so far South Be- temptation to wander. Yes, I learned making the audicnce feel creepy, as studying as we should. Tho results
•
Corsages
• fore and we are on our way to my lesson from a clothes-line 1 she performed her evil deeds in a of these reports arc obvious: deep
loud and noisy way.
Z
Bouquets
• California. When you ask me quescuts in our allowances, and orders
L. P.
Her voice was well suited to her from home to spend every week• Phone 193—Home Phone 178 • tions about the English Singers, I
part and her playing was dramati- end or. the campus I Now, I ask you.
HANSEL
am like a small hoy at an examinaM. C. is it a great life?
tion,—I have forgotten all I ever The grand opera "Hansel and cally effective.
H. T.
iBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB knew about them."
Gretel" scored a great success. And
FOOTSTEPS
The costumes worn by the ladies no small part of the success should
Sailing CAM ward Irom Montreal Ju« « 22, 1928, a happy
group of ccllcge men and women vS\ aec out to "do"
• A. B. & N. TAXI CO. • were of the days of Queen Victoria he accorded to Elizabeth Rose, who There arc other footsteps than
Europe in a campus-like atmosphere oi good-fellowship,
and were designed especially for the played too role of "Hansel" Her those "upon the sands of time." "I consider Winthrop my home,
under the auspices of "O..'.*, Humor. * Q Down the
• BANKS, BRAZIL & J "English Singers" by Grace Lovat clear
for
the
Winthrop
girls
are
of
my
mighty St. Lawrcr.cc we ll go, and across the Atlantic—
There
are
material,
realistic
footmezzo-soprano voice was well
with a college dance band OR board to furnish music.
Fraser.
Mrs.
Fraser
is
a
designer
i
NUNN
•
suited to the pari which she so un- steps thai go on by our doors from choosing," said Mr. Alexander SaThere'll
be deck sports and bridge tournaments and
of some repute, an American, whose
morning until night. These foot- vine when speaking of his work
masquerades to make the ocean voyage a memorable
•
Prompt and Reliable Taxi • husband is the famous English de- dcrstandingly played. She Inter- steps are accompanied by noise here. He slated that he had received
"house party at sea." O Then Europe! Well see it
preted the music beautifully. There
5
Service
• signer for the costumes used in the was evidence of much work on her which is anything except soothing a cordial reception from the presiunder the guidance of the Art Crafts Guild Travel
Bureau, orginaters of the justly lamed Collegiate Tours.
Parisian "Beggars' Opera."
part and on that of her instructor, lo lhe ears of those behind lhe dent, faculty and studenU and found
They will make all reservations, handle all details, fur
Miss Carson, who wore the yellow Professor Roberts.
the atmosphere permeated with sinhrown-panelled doors.
nish experienced couriers and guides. We just go along
SJ75 Pays
and enjoy ourselves! We sail homeward July 14 from
Street, near J. W. • dress, is the proud possessor of a Although "Libber" came to Win- Some footsteps are quick, rapid cerity, cordial hospitality, and a
a Trade
Cherl
urg on the famous Canadian Pacific steamahip
•
O'Neal Orocery Co.
• brocaded satin cape, gold and deep throp with the idea of taking a am' determined, others are slower, moral responsibility for progress
"Empress of Australia," arriving at Quebec Jul* 21.
garnet, which was designed by Wil- physical education course, she tried more even and lacking in life. The "These," he said, "have been inQ Membership o the tour is necessarily limited. IIyou
liam Morris, English designer. The out for the Freshman glee club and girls behind the doors seldom think jected through tho most divine
are intt-rervti ^upen below for full iafonnadoo.
Tour Eur p
summer with a "campus crowd"
B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B * brocade' design is a copy of that used easily won thin honor. When Pro- of the ear marks of the mob. But power of Dr. Johnson."
under the • •
i 'College Humor" Magazine.
in the hangings in St. James Palace, fessor Roberts was working up an wero their cars lurried inward, they "It is with a great deal of pleasMall
this
v
»
poo
f o r f a l l details.
in London. The cape is quite long eperetta, he wanted some one with would realize from these footsteps ure," he continued, "that I come
§
Our Line of
£ with
a rolled collar and a beautiful a clear, low voice to play the part the character of each one who from commercial New York, where
COL1J GE HfMCB. 1C50 North La Salle Sc. Chicago, 111.
gold buckle fastens it.
C. H. of an old man, and "Libber" was passes outside. They all aro dif- jealousy, envy, selfishness and corPiease send me complete information regarding College
S FRESH MEATS, FISH •
Humor's Collegiate Tour to Europe.
just the person to sing this part. ferent in tone, quality and time, as ruption predominate, inlo an atThus she made her initial bow lo lhe girls are different in habits and mosphere like thai of Winllirop,
•
AND FOWLS
S
where harmony, love and spirilual
ideals.
society in her Freshman year.
Mr. Alexander Savine, internation- "Libber," Winthrop is proud of Learn to judge character by fool- and cultural work aro the main fac• Is unexcelled. Call us • ally known artist and general di- you. and lhe musical world had bet- steps upon the floor. M. C. tors." These factors he gave as a
rector of the'grand opera, "Hansel
reason for Winlhrop's success and
lake notice, because a great rival
• for prompt and efficient » and Gretel," at Winthrop College, ter
for it standing in a class by itself. I N H S B B E U B E I I M B E j
is soon coming Into their midst.
in giving his views concerning the
Mr. Savine paid the highest Irib
I. D.
J service.
• past,
present and future of the opera
ute to Professor Rolierls, who has
The
English
Singers
arc
truly
GRETEL
in the United Slates, says that more
English—in voice, manner and dress used the limited resources at his
than 15.000 students graduate each "Gretel," a charming creation of —as
disposal
and has turned lhe entire
• BROOKS'MARKET • year
charming off Hie stage as on.
in the United States to become Grimm, lived with us again 011
music department inlo a practical
professional singers. "II is the duty Wednesday night in the person of "I haven't forgotten you young and advanced product. Mr. Savine
•
119 Trade Street
2 of
ladies,"
lhe
manager
said
as
became
the people to encourage them. Mary Ellis and delighted us, not in behind the curtains after the las! also commented upon the harmony
•
Phone 191
• This can be accomplished by sup- fairy tale, but in a fairy opera! Yet encore.
"I feel as if I had gotten existing in lhe music department.
porting moro theatres. In Europe
As a result of all these things ProI B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B I all cities of 10,000 have at least one it was the same Gretel, who, al- into an examination room. I can't fessor Roberts, was able lo present
though steeped in poverty, enjoyed
lo think of the things I want
public auditorium, where operas are dancing, singing and making beau- seem
to IcII you." And with thai lie bc- the students of the department in
B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B performed. The United States should
tiful flower gardens.
in his charming manner, and grand opera. This will bring highcreate a desire among its youth for Slio was indeed a clever little ean
with characlerislic accent, to tell est honor to the college and develop
plays, music and singing."
ils standards as time goes mi.
maid, for she knew exactly what to
S
MORRIS'
\ good
According to Mr. Savine, the mo- say to comfort Hansel when he was of himself and his company, or en- Mr. Savine concluded with this
as they prefer to call it.
tion piclure and phonograph have downcast, and just the thin; lo say semble,
"I am a member of the original remark: "Winlhrop's music departretarded
the
progress
of
operatic
ment
will become the cradle of
to the old witch lo get her to open
Singers,' and lhe rest of
• E x pert Watch and " performance. "However," he states. lhe oven door, so that she and Han- 'Knglish
you are almost near enough to he Sou I hern opera."
"I am optimistic for the future, as sel could shove her into the lire. considered
so,
aren't
you?"
he
said,
I am convinced that no .substitute Mary Ellis, as Gretel, delighted turning to Miss Carson for acquies• Jewelry Repairing • will
tako the place of real artistic everyone. Her lovely coloratura cence "The present company has
performance, because no kind of in- soprano voice seemed to be of an
(Cincluded from voce one)
•
"Qualify Jewelers"
• vention ever leaves an almosphere ethereal quality, especially suited to I -en together for about live years
We have been to America son hroughl I)r. Dunnins's impresof profound enjoyment as the per- a fairy opera and lo the pari of now.
three limes. Two stars ago wo
sonal contact,
such an artistic maiden as Gretel. came as far South as Greensboro. sive lalk lo a close.
"Therefore," he continues, 'the
E. D. We were in Atlanta just before
"Ambition
i
MORRIS'
I future for young American artists
coming lo your college."
"My ambition is to be an art is' in
AS THE SINGERS SAW IT
not depend so much upon the
"I love Winthrop. I wish I could
• JEWELRY STORE • will
my living.
efficient labor of teachers and What were the thoughts of the see it in the spring." Miss Carson
J
Diamonds—Watches
• schools as it will depend upon the I'.nglish Singers, as they gazed over remarked al the same lime telling To make of my ambition .1 figure
clear and strong,
opportunity afforded them. This lhe audience Friday night'? They about her coat, which she says is
A figure full of gracefulness. w.lli
B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B " will come, not through men's ef- faced a "blue heaven" of girls, in- "nothing."
eyes Hint see no IVIMIIK;
forts, but through women's clubs." terspersed with bright-lined clothes One of lhe most distinctive feaIBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
A second way suggested to fosler of the faculty and town people. Ap- tures of the concert was the dress A figure bold lo dominate my living.
the artistic spirit would be to culti- plause came enthusiastcially al the of the women. Shades of pink, yelmore taste among the younger dose of each selection. Were they low and blue silks, with old lace Then I would till my outline in • I B B B I B I I B I B B B B B B B I B B I B B B B I B B B B B B B B B B B B B
•
HOME MADE
5 vate
with color anil with lichl.
generation to read good books and surprised al this appreciation? and beads—dresses that mighl have
plays and enjoy good music and op- Probably the Southland is a little been worn in the days of Queen The glowing shades of lion". I love
*
We Cordially Invite New Business
"
'
and generosity
Physical development is no heartier in its response than our Victoria.
•
CANDIES
s eras.
And
lovely, paler, softer I nils of
more important than spiritual de- reserved northern country.
These dresses were designed estact and courtesy,
vlopment. "Boys at present," he Those who have a great love for pecially by Mrs. Grace Lovat Frazcr.
"are not vitally interested in music appreciated the singers' ahil- a former American, who married I And shadows cool of sympathy, lo
• ELECTRIC TOASTED • says,
rest eyes from lhe light.
learning piano, organ and singing ily lo sing with such case while sit- •ill English artist, the designer also j
and are usually shy concerning mu- ting. Then lhe clear, true tones and of the costumes used in the "Beg- Then I'd perfect each detail with
lhe labor of my soul.
sical instruments except the banjo, harmony with not a single false note gars' Opera."
n
SANDWICHED
• saxophone or ukelcle."
And
not an inharmonious llioi.ghl
during the whole performance "Yes, we would love to come back
would mar n,y perfect whole.
"I am convinced," he continued, thrilled these souls.
lo Winthrop," Mr. Kelly said, as And Jiltlc flowers of gentleness
"(hat
people
patronize
many
3porls
:
of
:
Others
found
many
things
to
enhe
finished
arranging
his
various
s
Of All Kinds
• not for the sake of real enjoyment,
would hide; life's ugly sod.
joy. Tile beautiful dresses of the sheets of music in lhe usual leather
I At last when I bad covered a!! Hi"
but to gamble upon them, and if English ladies, the old-fashioned satchel.
canvas of iny life,
such competition on singers could yellow, blue and rose. One fell that The English Singers have gone,
•
Forty-Three
Years
of
Distinguished
and
J
i
Fancy Drink*
• be created, the future of the artist she was taken to an old English
! And all lhe paint of days U dry on
hut we, loo, "would love" for them
pallet and on ':nife,
•
Honorable Service
•
would be unquestioned."
home, where all the company was to come back to "Win-throp" (as
Then I would have a mas'erpiece
galhered
together
in
a
jovial
afterthey
would
pronounce
il)
in
the
A LESSON LEARNED
'
to show unlo my <iod."
• ROCK HILL CANDY S
dinner almosphere.
spring-time.
A. S.
Do you agree with the man who Then lhe mannerisms of the rol5
& FRUIT CO.
• said, "Being good is such a lone- licking, humorous announcer, the
Mr. and Mrs. Lc Master, of Oaff
n
- 5 some job?" Even though it is, sure- attractive air of the yellow-gowned j WE WENT TO FAIRYLAND
I B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B ly there are great rewards to be lady, the eyeglasses and mustache , Fairyland holds a charm for ev•
"Absolutely Safe"
•
gathered from goodness, for many of one Englishman entertained the eryone,-he they voting or old. Stories
books and poems have been written audicnce immensely. Then, too. which we have heard with eager A happy husband is one who can *
Capital and Surplus, $500,000
"
about people, who, in spito of temp- they were interested to see the cloak jcars since we have been able lo un- answer ail his wife's questions and
tation, have remained firm and true. made from the same material as the derstand them never lose llicir in- read his newspaper al the same
terest for us. Especially are they time.
There arc limes when all people curtains of St. James Palace.
are tempted to wander away—some We vote unanimously for the charming and realistic when told in
yield, not thinking of the conse- English Singers as being altogether j beautiful songs, as was lhe slory of "Women are more cruel <han
quences, while others stick to the different from anything we've seen 'Hansel and Gretel, when presented men. " Well, anyway, dads never
Winthrop Girls, Welcome!
a
of duly. I was thinking quite or heard I
A. L. R. ! by the music departmcnl Wednes- call a small boy pet names where
a Repair
• post
day night.
seriously along such lines the olher
We missed you while you were gone and are glad lo have J
NOISES
I With the rising of the curtain we the fellers cau hear.
B Department
• day while I was walking alone on a
you hack with us again. Make our store your headquarters g
little country road. Looking around. There arc noises anil noises, an.I were transported to Fairyland anil
when down street.
B
•
WATCHES REPAIRED
• I saw a tiny cabin, at the side of it is interesting to note the differ- there found Hansel and Grelel,
All kinds of sandwiches toasted; Dixie Dew Ico Cream. IIol- •
which there was a clothes-line, on ent effects they have upon one. 'whom we had long adored from
TUCKER
lingsworth Candy; Waterman's and Parker Pens.
•
•
JEWELRY REPAIRED
• which some clothes were hanging, There are girls who sing at the lop afar, but whom we had never been
JEWELRY CO.
•
DIAMONDS MOUNTED
• flapping in ' the wind—a few had of I heir voices as they go down the I able lo meet in our busy world of,
•
CITY PHARMACY, Inc.
S
broken the restraint of the clothes- halls at 7 o'clock, just as you are i realities. So enraptured were we
Jewelers
B
"On llie Corner"
5
• EVE GLASSES REPAIRED • pin and had hopped off the line for taking those few delicious blinks by making their acquaintance (hat i
"GIFTS THAT LAST"
a lively adventure over lhe sur- beforo "warning" calls you to the even the Sandman failed to shake;
• OLD JEWELRY REMODELED J rounding neighborhood.
TiBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBI
grim realiiy that classes wi'l soon any dust in our eyes when lie put;
*
ENGRAVING NEATLY
J A sock had slipped off, and I saw begin and you need to eat. The 1these little people lo sleep in lhe B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B >
BBBBBBB
BBBBIBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBB
it hurrying with the wind over noise that interrupts our morning woods.
•
al
•
EXECUTED
• ditches and rocks and at last land- nap I
i We were almost ready to slip a. *
Full line of
H'j
ing securely on a wild rose bush. There is the noise in the crowds, i cooky or two into our pockets when
• Try us on your next repair • It had not one pin to hold it, but girls yelling to oilier girls things I the old witch appeared, making us •
Sporting Goods
•jj
j b
"
°
a now many thorns to clinch it lightly that could wait or needn't even be Iquakc almost as much as poor, | • Fancy China and a j
said at all.' But it is always with us. ' frightened Hansel and Gretel. Busi- ;
—its adventures had ceased.
5
Yours for Service
•
A pillow case thai had hung close There aro always those who make ly did we rack our brains, trying to!
Glassware
*!
by the sock had also escaped the their loudest noise during study pe- devise some scheme with whicli lo; *
confinement of the lino and, after riod. just as you have your books I outwit the hungry witch who longed
a gleeful scurry, had landed in a ready to study that long outline for •to eat the children.
S
ROCK HILL
£ |;
nearby mud hole. Alas I it was now History 12. Who could concentrate? | But Grelel was quicker than we.,
HARDWARE CO. l\\!
LUMBER AND MILLWORK
I
in the "Slough of Despond," with Noise, noise, everywhere and not a : for soon she had a plan for making S
Ian end of lhe crealure. Our fears.- I B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B i l B B B
no hope of getting out
chance to think.
relieved until the
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
Still another article—a dresser Ah I light bell; now for some sleep I however, were
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THE JOHNSONIAN

DR. LEON II. VINCENT
LECTURES AT COLLEGE ]

„

.

, Continuetl

f r o m page one)

The lecturer gave a sketch of
Emerson's life, showing him as do
scended from a line of scholarly and
intellectual ancestors, including
ilev. Joseph Emerson, William Emerson, Father Moody and Anally bis
own father, William Emerson, II,
GILL & MOORE
who died, leaving a widow and eight
sons, the second of whom was Ralph
Grocery Co.
Waldo.
Dr. Vincent stated that Emerson
was forced to teach school, and
when asked what his prospects were,
A bold stroke was mado at tho of marines. The report now prevWe Welcome Wlnthrop a he said, "I have no prospects
D I X I E OIL CO.
••
Students
• leach school." Three years after Pan-Amerlcan Congress by Charles alent is that Sandino has been
becoming a minister, Emerson re- Evans Hughes, bead of the Ameri-' wounded and that bis forces arc
his pulpit and it was thought can delegation, when he announced {scattered into small bands.
Gas, Oil, Tires and • : • Special attention given J signed
by some people that he was men- that the United States would with• 2
to Winthrop Dry
tally unbalanced. However, Father draw from Nicaragua and Haiti at A London School Board recently
Accessories
• •
Cleaning
Taylor, who was at this time the the earliest possible moment, as it criticized pictures in Ihe homes and
greatest friend and admirer of Em- withdrew from Santo Domingo, aft- galleries of that country, saying that
Stations all over •! * Rock Hil? Dry Cleaning • erson, said of him that he was more er establishing a stable government. they did not contribute to the culti• i•
Company
Slike (he Christ than anyone he ever Tho earnest desire of tho United vation of good taste and a sense of
town
among obildren. Too many
• ja
Phone 755
" knew. After this period, Emerson States, said Mr. Hughes, is that the boauty
began lecturing as a regular profes- republics of tho western hemis- pictures arouse no emotions, uud
sion, (raveling all over the United phere shall be strong and stable na- excite no pleasure or pain, because
Stales. The highest price h° ev->r tions. No policy of aggression has they are so insignificant '.'net their
allained was $570 for a series of 10 caused this intervention, but its pur- possessors hardly ever look i( them
lectures.
pose is lo benefit bolh the country The first general election held in
Dr. Vincent represent*! Emerson involved and the United States.
Japan under universal mnuhtmil
personally as tall, rather slender,
st'lTrage will be on February 2P, -is
clean-shaven,
nose
prominent,
foren. Augustino Sandino, rebel a result of the dissolution o( the
head li:gh, with a dash of human general of the Nicaraguan forces, is diet, which was announced loday.
shrewdness in his expression. He I bought to be still alive, although This election is also of interest beattractive and cozy your
always read his lectures, and was tho report that he was killed last cause the tenant farmers' party x\ ill
Dining or Breakfast room
very careful in his choice of words. Saturday has been circulated. The enter the national election for 'lie
can really be. Come in and
Emerson, said Dr. Vincent, always evidence for this belief is that doc- first time. Under tho manhood sufsee these new Oval and
kept a "thought book." into which uments of a very recent date, signed frage law, Japan has more than
Round Rugs, made of wool
he wrote in finished literary form, by him, have fallen into the hands 000,000 new voters.
thru and thru.
any idea that came to his mind at
Colors are
any time. He saved these though',
Oval
beautifully
W E HAVE an attractive
books and referred to them when
"Rnitnrf
blended
to
display of Valentines on
preparing a lecture. Emerson's
R o u n d
prevent soil,
our counter for your inspecphilosophy of life was that we were
eo&uf
warn
a
l
w
a
y
s
aption, ranging in price from
under a moral obligation to be hapPERSONAL
MtAetlome
pearingbright
py and healthy.
lc to $1.00
and clean.
Finally, Dr. Vincent told several
anecdotes that showed what a high
opinion the people had of this great
of letters. Ralph Waldo Emerson, and ended bis most interesting
Those who have social items
lecture with a lovely bit of Emerot club or party news will
son's poetry.
please either give the informNathaniel Hawthorne
ation
to Elizabeth Watson.
On Wednesday at chapel Dr. VinMargaret Nance Hall, or place
THE LONDON PRINTERY
cent spoke to the Winthrop student
it in her dormitory postofllce
body on the subject of Nathaniel
Printers and Stationers
box.
Doings of
Hawlhorne. One could apply the
W. a REID & S O N term
genius to Hawthorne and dis126-127 HAMPTON STREET
.,
, ,
cuss it in the following terms: A
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
B.
Atkinson,
Miss
umiture, \iclrolas and Records creative power, absorption in theme,
iicia Atkinson and Mr. and Mrs.
The Charm School
• ••HBteBBMBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBaB intensely practical with ideal mys- W. B. I.awson, of Spartanburg, visProgram for next week:
The Charm of Personal AppearCENTRAL DRUG COMPANY
S Hawthorne as a boy was solid, ac- ited Bonila and Lila Atkinson, Sunday.
ance—Miss Cragwell, Tuesday, JanDrugs
and Toilet Articles
S
'ive- PWIOIM. P ' a f d ba":
o
"V",J
" fond of ammals and especially re- Misses Eleanor Duncan and Jessie uary 31, Thursday, February 2,
P h o n e 600
pjspectful lo cats.
Hunter, graduates of the class of Johnson Hall, 5 o'clock.
All of us who heard Dr. Dunning's
When he was confined on account 27, were the guests of friends at
of illness he learned to knit, an art he college last week-end. They are lectures last week on the charm of
taught him by his sister, in order eachirig in Greenville this year. health have visions of a Winthrop
beautiful
for " C O B I" pastures
to
keep
him
quiet.
He
was
fond
of
Good Only While They Last
Elizabeth Cogswell left Wednes- and shining—or shall we say "sparkfishing, boating and swimming.
VIVANI GIFT CERTIFICATE
He attended secondary school and lay for Charleston lo attend the ling"—faces. Our noxt problem is
This Certificate entitles the holder to one complete $12.00 set
college. He was engaged in various vedding of her sister. Miss Lucilu lo how best to clothe our buoyant
of 10 full size marvelous nationally advertised Vivani Excepkinds of occupations and really en- Cogswell, to Mr. En-'- Marshall. bodies, and frame our radianl I
tionnel Beauty Products, exactly as described within.
joyed tliem more than producing Henrietta Quinn has returned to countenances. Miss Crugwell will la
Redeemable only at Calhoun Drug Co., Rock Hill, S. C.
literature.
her home in Clover, on account of help us in our efforts tc solve it. J
Hawlhorne was noted for his ill health.
The only charge to holders of this certificate is SI.97, which is
Whether you heard both, one, or g
j physical beauty. Ilis eyes have
all you pay for your complete souvenir set of Vivani Toilet
neither of Dr. Dunning's lectures, j B
j been said lo Hash fire and were very Julia Dukes, Frances Carroll, you are invited to come lo Students' 1 •
Articles. This charge includes express from maker, packins.
[beautiful. He was broad-shoul- Mildred Newman, and Lucile Whar- Building at 5 o'clock on Tuesday! J
handling and everything in full. Set is obtainable immediately
ton
were
guesls
of
Anne
Wallace
jdered, of good physique, and had a
upon presentation of this cerlillcate.
and Thursday of this week and
powerful voicc, when he chose to Marshall, at her home in York, for learn to dress yourself so as to bring
IHUIIIIBBaBBflflBBIIiaBBIIIBiapaBBBa
the holiday.
let it loose.
out the best that lies within your
In his early days ho showed hi;
Rachel Jones has returned from figure, face and personality.
authorship clearly by constructing
K. H.
interesting little narratives. Even a short stay at her home in Mullins.
Do you like good things to
eat? Then come to our store
and find what you want. Our
groceries are sure to please.
Try them and see.
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W H I T M A N ' S CANDIES
Always fresh

S T A N D A R D DRUG COMPANY

BELK'S

Are Showing the Prettiest Styles
In New Spring Shoes

Spike Heel, Wide Too Pumps,
in Patent

Honey Beige, One-Strap, High
Heel

Wide Toe, Spiko Heel, OneStrap Patent

Patent Pumps and Straps,
Wide and Medium Toes

$4.95, $5.95

$4.95, $5.95
Honey Beige, One-Strap, Cuban Heel, Suede Quarter

$5.00, $6.50
$3.95, $4.95

Satin Pumps and Straps for
Dress and Evening

$5.00, $6.50
$3.95 to $6.50
E N N A JETTICK H E A L T H S H O E S
Welt Sole—Arch Support—Combination
Lasts

Brown Kid, Rose Blush, Black Kid, Patent, in
Cuban and Low Heels
America's New and Most Popular Shoe for Students and Teachers
Designed for Comfort, Fit and Style

$5.00
Let Us Oive You a Correct Fit

Belk's Department Store

THE HOME OF BETTER VALUES

in these youthful narratives touches- Mary Tillman was called to TrenWinthrop Work Day
of the fantastic can be clearly seen. •oii Thursday on account of (he se- Of course everyone knows that
Three excellent biographies are a rious illness of her grandmother, the work day was a grand success,
"Sketch of Hawthorne" by Henry Mrs. B. It. Tillman, Sr.
but have you heard the definite reJames, one by Hawthorne's oldesl
sults? Did you know that we made
son, and one by an American, Anne Osleen has returned from $'00? Enough to send three deleSumter, where she has been under g e s
George Woodbury.
doclor's
attention
for
the
past
two
^. ' nuth Lockman, Ila.Jane Mace
He was married at the age of 38
and Harriette Daniel, lo Detroit and
years to a young lady who was destill have $150 left overl
scribed as a "dream of unspeakable Misses Rosie Waring, a graduate And, better even than t h a t beauty." This union was a very of '27, and Ilachel Minshall, a former through the 265 girls who worked
happy one. In Mrs. Hawthorne's sludenl, bolh of Spartanburg, spent in the business houses of Rock Hill
letters, she says: "He loved power Tuesday at Winthrop.
on that day the business men have
as little as any mortal, is considered
come to feel closer and more friendtoo bright lo be arbitrary, brilliant Friends of Moultrie Mcintosh will ly toward tho Y. W. C. A. of Winof inlellcct ar.d God-fearing." Mrs. be sorry to learn that she has been throp. Mrs. Grauel has received
Hawthorne aided her illustrious called to her homo in Kingstree be- many letters of appreciation for the
husband greatly by saving money cause of sickness.
co-operation given on that day and
for their support while he wrote
of wishes for another work day.
tho novel which was the turning Mr. and Mrs. Brock, of Spartanburg, were here Wednesday uigiit
point in his career.
Bible Study Groups
to see "Hansel and Gretel." Their The Bible Study Committee, unJames Russell Lowell
On Thursday at chapel Dr. Vin- daughter, Pauline Brock, had a lead- der their new chairman, Grace
ing
part
in
the
play.
cent took "James Russell Lowell"
Vaughan, has already begun work
as his subject. Lowell was a greal
on the second session of Bible Study
poel, but poetry as a profession did On last Saturday evening the Sig- Groups which are to begin Februnot give a sufficient income. Lowell ma Kappa Sigmas entertained in ary 20 and last through two weeks,
was, therefore, forced to teach lo honor of their new members, Marin meetings being held on two days of
Martin, Carlotta Knobeloch, Calli
support his household, taking up erino
Wyman and Elizabeth Hopkc,'° ach w e e k a s »>ey were last term
literature in his spare momcnls.
Lowell followed Longfellow in the
chair of literature of Harvard. The f, b. l, l c k, a l u J , old w a s c a r n c d o u t l n
Freshman Cabinet
man who held that chair was re-!°ll c ,lccon
j
«
quired lo be a writer as well as a !
>tions.11n d
corsages The Freshman Cabinet at its
cas m a r k c d l h o
student. Dr. Vincent discussed ieoaf c f v c cu t P.
P Iuc,!
s •1f meeting Wednesday afternoon, besl
TI|
wa
c, a
Lowell as a man. as well as the o n" e d8 ®y - ,.S S °,V"**
* ' P" gan cabinet training with n study of
M a r g a r e t K ,c
prominent writer he later became. "
* "'
° '"»- the local organization of the Y. W.
Miss Llla Wyman, of Clearwater,
A, led by Rulh Lockman. Next
S. C., was a guest of the evening. C.
ESKIMOS GIVE DANCE
week, they will discuss the regional
IN JOHNSON' HALL
division of the National Student
(Concluded from pane on*)
Conference.
Crystal ear-bobs, wrapped in cotton and snow, in the manner of a Faculty tea was held Wednesday Mrs. Harby, Mrs. Rose and Mr. and
snowball were presented by the nffernoon from 4:30 lo 0 o'clock in Mrs. Wilder, of Sumter, spent sevEskimos as favors to the members the parlors of Main Building. The eral days this week with Elizabeth
Hose and Carolyn Harby. They were
of the Thalia German Club.
chairmen of Ihe commiltees for the
After refreshments the dance aflcrnoon were Mrs. McBrvde and hero to see "Hansel and Gretel."
continued until at 12 o'clock the or- Mrs. Sims. Those who served wer«: Leslic llalftrd and Mildred Miller
chestra put an end to an evening Dr. Thomson, Miss Ingram, Miss have gone lo their homes in Ridgeof revelry with the strains of Shuss, Miss Walburn, Miss Mann, land for the rest of this term.
"Home, Sweet Home."
F. C. Miss Mitchell, Miss Witherrpoon.
Miss Herling, Miss Arlerburn. Miss
The new members of tho Beta Ethel Jones. Miss Bnrron, Mils' Cur- Caroline Fant was called to SparThursday on account of her
Epsilon Club delightfully cnier- rigan, Mrs. Shirley and Miss Holi. tanburg
la'ned the old members at lunch on1 The Seniors who served were: mother's illness.
Thursday, January 19. A color Frances Farrelly, Ida B. Gilliland,
scheme of gold and blue, which are Lois Hungerpillar, Rebecca Braid. Miss Libby Byers, of Cherryville,
Ihe club colors, was used, and a de- Harriet Wardlaw, Grace Oilmer, N. C-, spent Sunday on the campus.
licious three-course luncheon was Jessie Pridmoro, Ella Mae HenderSara DePass is spending a few
served.
days at her home in Camden.

EFIRDS

Attractive Shoes At
Attractive Prices
Don't Fail to Look Them Over Before
You Buy

Ladies' Patent Mignon One-Strap, Louis
Heel
$3.95 and $4.95
Ladies' Patent Leather Westwood P u m p ,
Louis Heel
$3.95 and $4.95
Ladies' Patent Leather Dotty One-St^ap
P u m p , Medium Heel
$3.95 and $4.95
Craddock Bench-Made Oxfords, three and
four-eye ties, tan and black trimmed,
priced at
$2.95 to $4.95

***'

We carry a full line of Ladies' Hose in all
colors and prices

EFIRD'S

••

Money Saved

Is tho best investment and (lie Mechanics Building and Loan
Association is the best place in Hock Hill lo invest small savings
thai will grow into large amounts.

Men and W o m e n

Who caru a salary each inonlh can carry a few shares of Mechanics Building and Loan Stock, and when there is paid $80.00
on each share we refund the $80.00 plus $20.00, which their
money has earned. Thus each shareholder receives $100.00 for
each share carried lo maturity.
Ten shares cost $10.00 per month, and when matured will draw
a 81,000.00 check.

Get the B. and L. Habit

The January Series is still open, and we solicit your patronage
on a basis of Service, Security and Mutual Benefit.

MECHANICS BUILDING & L O A N
ASSOCIATION
P. W. SPENCER, Secrelary-Treasurer
ASSETS OVER $852,000.00

Nineteen Years Continued Success
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•
•

Shoe Polishes, Cleaners
and Dyes

•
a

Buckles, Shoe Laces, all colors and lengths

|

a

BELL'S SHOE SHOP

No. 1 Record Place

Phone 227
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Favors and Decorations
for Valentine

•
S
•
•

Dennison Goods of all kinds. Place cards,
cut-outs, decorated crepe and borders, seals,
decorations for ices, paper napkins, streamers, etc.

•

A good assortment of Valentines.

•

ROCK H I L L S T A T I O N E R Y CO.

•

HAMPTON STREET

"I Sell It"

"j Apply It"

C. L. W I L L I A M S

THE PAINT MAN
Paints, Oils, Varnishes and Duco
Record Place
phone 224
Rock Hill, S. C.

